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Guidance for Using Content and Trigger Warnings

What exactly are content and trigger warnings?

“Content warnings are verbal or written notices that precede potentially sensitive

content. These notices flag the contents of the material that follows, so readers,

listeners, or viewers can prepare themselves to adequately engage or, if necessary,

disengage for their own wellbeing.”

“Trigger warnings are a specific variety of content warnings that attempt to forewarn

audiences of content that may cause intense physiological and psychological symptoms for

people with Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) and other anxiety disorders.”

https://sites.lsa.umich.edu/inclusive-teaching-sandbox/wp-content/uploads/sites/853/20

21/02/An-Introduction-to-Content-Warnings-and-Trigger-Warnings-Draft.pdf

Why do we need them?

They empower people to engage with content in a safe, consensual, informed way.

“The inclusion of content warnings is neither restrictive (it does not label anything as

off-limits to teach) nor coddling (it does not assume that students cannot handle the

material, on the contrary, it treats them as adults who can and should attend to their own

wellbeing with all available information.”

https://sites.lsa.umich.edu/inclusive-teaching-sandbox/wp-content/uploads/sites/853/20

21/02/An-Introduction-to-Content-Warnings-and-Trigger-Warnings-Draft.pdf

The use and need of content warnings is widely disputed. If you are considering not using

warnings, here are some important thinking points:

● Do you want any readers/audience to be able to engage with your work?

● Do you want readers/audience to return to your work (this piece, or the next)?

● How do you make that possible?

● What is the potential harm of using warnings for your content?

● Does this outweigh the potential harm of triggering your readers/audience?

● If you are concerned about spoilers, why? How do these detract from your content?

Are there other qualities of your content that can uphold it despite spoilers?

● If your content is reliant on the element of surprise, are there ways you can

provide warnings for those who wish to find them, and make them opt-in, so that

those who wish to avoid spoilers can skip them? Are there more general warnings

you can provide on your platforms/covers to invite in only those readers who are

interested in and prepared for your particular content? Or can you work without

warnings via proper categorisation and effective copy?

● None of us know or can anticipate all possible triggers. But we can listen

respectfully, learn and adapt.

https://sites.lsa.umich.edu/inclusive-teaching-sandbox/wp-content/uploads/sites/853/2021/02/An-Introduction-to-Content-Warnings-and-Trigger-Warnings-Draft.pdf
https://sites.lsa.umich.edu/inclusive-teaching-sandbox/wp-content/uploads/sites/853/2021/02/An-Introduction-to-Content-Warnings-and-Trigger-Warnings-Draft.pdf
https://sites.lsa.umich.edu/inclusive-teaching-sandbox/wp-content/uploads/sites/853/2021/02/An-Introduction-to-Content-Warnings-and-Trigger-Warnings-Draft.pdf
https://sites.lsa.umich.edu/inclusive-teaching-sandbox/wp-content/uploads/sites/853/2021/02/An-Introduction-to-Content-Warnings-and-Trigger-Warnings-Draft.pdf
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Some established models

● Does the Dog Die? (movies, TV, books & others) - https://www.doesthedogdie.com/

https://www.doesthedogdie.com/
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● Content Warning Database (books) -

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1PHlA7QglPpKRbOVEKc_0BCjRmZ8PWPLr

3t_wMnggsAg/edit#gid=1855537145

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1PHlA7QglPpKRbOVEKc_0BCjRmZ8PWPLr3t_wMnggsAg/edit#gid=1855537145
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1PHlA7QglPpKRbOVEKc_0BCjRmZ8PWPLr3t_wMnggsAg/edit#gid=1855537145
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● Ao3 (fanfic) - https://archiveofourown.org/works/search

https://archiveofourown.org/works/search
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● StoryGraph (books) - https://app.thestorygraph.com/

https://app.thestorygraph.com/
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What to include in a warning

● Category of content, e.g. loss/violence/abuse

● Level of intensity/tone/impact, e.g.

mild/implied/abstract/moderate/graphic/explicit

● Level of frequency, e.g. one-off/occasional/frequent/continuous/gratuitous

● Sometimes a little more detail enables someone to decide whether this specific

instance will be manageable or triggering for them, e.g.:
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How to use them in… books

Depending on the sensitive material’s prevalence within your content, you could flag it:

● By book

● By chapter

● By page

If choosing by chapter/page, you could list the warnings in an index.

Where you could include your warnings:

● On the copyright page

● On a separate warnings page at the front or back of the book, signposted on a

contents page

● In a more extensive index

● Online, linked or signposted to from a page of the book

● On the back cover underneath the blurb

How to use them in… in-person events

● Mention the topic before sharing the content.

● Tell the audience how you will signal the end of the content, so they can rejoin you

afterwards. This might be with verbal and/or visual messages, depending on your

space. Perhaps an organiser will be responsible for stewarding this.
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● Give them time to step out of the room between issuing your warning and

beginning your content. Make it clear that this is expected and supported.

● Make it clear if this content is expected to last the duration of the event.

● Remember to signal the end of the content and give people time to rejoin the

event.

How to use them in… online events

● Mention the topic before sharing the content.

● Tell the audience how you will signal the end of the content, so they can rejoin you

afterwards. This might be with verbal, written and visual messages, for inclusivity.

● Give them time to mute/switch off between issuing your warning and beginning

your content.

● Make it clear if this content is expected to last the duration of the event.

● Remember to signal the end of the content and give people time to rejoin the

event.

How to use them in… social media

1. Start with the abbreviation:

CW or TW

2. Add the two slashes:

CW // or TW //

3. Add the keywords clearly, without censoring (make these clear enough so people

know what to expect, but without being too descriptive that it itself can trigger a

reaction):

CW // nudity or TW // sexual violence

4. If you are writing a caption, go to the next line and add a full stop. Keep doing this

until the description is hidden, so those who are okay with continuing can click on

“read more.”

TW // sexual violence

https://www.themix.org.uk/mental-health/looking-after-yourself/a-guide-to-content-and

-trigger-warnings-37946.html

How to use them in… conversation

When you are in a conversation and know you will be saying something sensitive:

https://www.themix.org.uk/mental-health/looking-after-yourself/a-guide-to-content-and-trigger-warnings-37946.html
https://www.themix.org.uk/mental-health/looking-after-yourself/a-guide-to-content-and-trigger-warnings-37946.html
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1. Say that you are giving a content/trigger warning.

2. Clearly mention the themes you will be touching on.

3. Leave enough time for someone to opt out.

4. Accept and respect their decision. Only proceed if they consent.

https://www.themix.org.uk/mental-health/looking-after-yourself/a-guide-to-content-and

-trigger-warnings-37946.html

Further reading

https://kitnkabookle.com/content-warnings-books/ - how they can work, how they can

fail, how to work without warnings via proper categorisation and effective copy

https://www.themix.org.uk/mental-health/looking-after-yourself/a-guide-to-content-and-trigger-warnings-37946.html
https://www.themix.org.uk/mental-health/looking-after-yourself/a-guide-to-content-and-trigger-warnings-37946.html
https://kitnkabookle.com/content-warnings-books/

